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Details of Visit:

Author: Spunkalot
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 16 May 2010 2pm
Duration of Visit: 20mins
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07780784665

The Premises:

Oriental shop in the West Park area of Harrogate, found an ad on a popular escorts ad site and the
picture was not the girl I was given. Nice pad in a nice area, discreet and safe at all times.

The Lady:

Average looker, Malaysian, reasonable body and tits, miserable, uninterested, hardly spoke a word,
obviously doesnt enjoy doing this job.

The Story:

My worst punt for a long time, started with 10 or 15 mins of good massage of back and legs, no cc
swipes at all and no teasing of cock, arse or balls. No chat despite my efforts to start a
conversation. Asked to turn over and a skin was rolled on my half limp cock, before some ok oral
was given, she played a little with my balls and this oral lasted around 2 mins. Tried to have a play
with her but I was not allowed to kiss, caress, finger or even touch!
She then applied a considerable amount of lube to her snatch (always a bad sign). By this stage all
enthusiasm for a good session had evaporated and so entered first in missionary and then in
doggy, she kept hold of my cock all the while I was banging away and obviously was trying to make
me come as quick as possible. Entered from behind and was told to be gentle and not to go too
hard (even though I wasnt being hard), eventually forced myself to come and was glad to get
dressed and leave.

Overall a thoroughly unsatisfactory punt with a miserable and uninterested woman, she really
shouldnt be doing this line of work and obviously doesnt enjoy it. Good news is they change the
girls weekly at this shop, and I visited some weeks ago and had a great time, so it wil be hit & miss.

0.5/10 punt.

The massage here was actually very good, but the rest of it was crap.
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